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Cragon Head (Red), 20:)1, acry1ic on canvas.D-agon Head (Centre), 2CX)1 , acrylic on carwas.

Dr Fan Dongwang

The amalgamation of these images reflects our emerging and

diversified cultural identity. My continuing movement between China and

Australia enables me to acquire a constantly shifting perspective, and to

develop a unique visual language that represents my ambivalent identity.

I employ a new method of 'painting as relief sculpture' to produce

this painting the same way as ivory carving - to use the brush to 'carve

(paint) out' the painting's surface, as if carving an ivory relief or low relief

sculpture. This brings out a sense of 3D volume on a 2D surface, a visual

illusionism that is expressed in traditional Chinese art.

5trtist Statement
The traditional and contemporary images in my work are not only

beautiful, but are also powerful symbols of eastern and western cultures

and nationhood. It is through these signs that the past continues to have

a bearing on the present as well as the future. The imagery often evokes

various meanings among viewers of different backgrounds, opening to

multiple interpretations, they therefore contribute to our ongoing dialogues

and understanding.

D-agon Head 10 (Yellow), 2001, acry1ic on carwas.
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Shi'fug PmspEd:voo and the Body 1 - 5, 1999 - 2001, acr0k: 00 cmvas,

Fan Dongwang h3 a highly refined practitioner who

presents a unique and complex vision that demonstrates the

porous nature of culture. In his works the shadows remains

the most stable form. These spaces provide the only ground

upon which to appreciate the flash and brilliance of these

works as a way of considering our own cultural identities in

a period of rapid change.

Rcx:I Pattenden

This is demonstrated in the central series of works in

the exhibition Shilting Perspective and the Body 1-5, 1900

- 2001, where five large canvases challenge the viewer to

establish their ground of perception. This work demonstrates

the highly developed way the artist uses colour and lorm

particularly as he uses colour in a manner similar to low relief

carving in which individual segments move in and out of the

viewers understanding of relative distance. Other perceptions

of the body are explored in works that play with perfect athletic

forms reminiscent of classical statues that begin to devolve into

robotic fragments (Descendant Bodies). In more recent works

the cultural symbol of Imperial China, the dragon, emerges as

an illuminated pop icon. The past continues to hover in the

shadows of the present.

These works contain the complex experience of the

outsider who is empowered to soo more clearly the fractured

and conflicted nature of any culture. When things seem clear,

when power seems self proclaimed and natural then perhaps

we are most blind. It is the outsider and the artist who will

always be most dangerous to the accepted order of things.

Our culture is not one - it is not seamless and self-evident.

In reality it is conflicted and torn with competing debates and

tensions. The gifted view of this artist is to layout the complex

nature of the visual environment of meaning and to remind us

of its power to order our ability to soo.

beyond nationalism and simple ascriptiO'ls such as Chinese cr

Australian, cr even the imprcbably cO'lceived Chinese-Australian,

These descriptions assume that identity can be fixed through

categories of race, gender or age for example, These works

reflect back to us the complex nature of cultures undergoing

change and the re-assigning of individual allegiance to the

values and aspirations of competing cultural forms,

Under the floooight of thsse sgns there are sLbtler pays

that fim thsir way into conscicusness thrcugh maoows, gaps and

separatiO'ls in the folood and cO'llplex anatO'lly of these works

Perspectives are miftirg as the eye seeks to puzzle cut the many

cultural references until the familiar terrain of the western single

p€(spective is dissdved. There is no single vantage fYJint fYJsst)e

in PJtting thsse wa-ks together, m fYJsition of power p-estige, cr

visual purchase, Part of OIJ westem visual edu:::ation is to assume

C()2 vantage fYJint frO'll which a painting will croor the visual world

before us, Lamscapes educate us abcut the sigrificance of nature

and civilization. In most traditiO'lS there is a hierarchy of fYJwer and

allegiance, In playing with multiple perspectives and conflating

ooth Chinese am western views the artist draws cur attentiO'l to

the many in which we croor cur visual waid,

Beside the cO'lsiderable visual impact of these works

lies another wcrld of partial views and stuttering speech, Thsse

are the shadows where real moments of illumination may

occur, These are the spaces where the viewer is drawn into

the picture to imagine and reCO'lstruct thems~ves as part of

the collision of cultures and allegiances that now characterises

the increasing glcbalisation of the world we now inhabrt This is

Rather than having developed some new hybrid

personality the artist has instead decided to make this

complex history of cultural difference the very content of his

work, The wcrks are developed through a confident use of

large-scale coloured CO'llpositiO'ls that play with the glossy

objects of the cultures that he inhabits, But he does not

supply us with a unified view to take all this in, There is no

grand landscape where everything finds its place, Instead

there are fragments and partial views, gaps where other

references clamour for acknowledgment. In many ways the

initial simplicity of the artist's approach gives way to a more

shadowed and complex exploration of the terrain of the cross

cultural traveller who lives in the darkness, in between the

bright lights of urban clarity.

on{y see Shadows

Descendmt Bodes JI2 (Green), 1996, OCI)iic 00 ca"was.

These works contain a multitude of references that

have boon collected from Renaissance art, computer images,

children's toys, popular media, Chinese traditional painting and

carving In many ways they reflect the long and diverse educatbn

of the artist from the Shanghai School of Arts and Crafts where

he trained in traditional Chinese media including ivory carving to

a more contemporary education leading to a Doctor of Creative

Arts at Wollongong University. The artist has absorbed the many

influences of pop art, colour field painting, graphic design as well

as traditional fonns of Chinese landscape painting.

erence: Iis Vi
This incessant pushing of colour and

surfaces does create however an ironic

condition. Underneath the pop polish there is

shadow and perspective are the real focus

of interest for the artist. They are also the

These images crackle and flash.

computer screen and rehearse the graphic

confidence of the advertising billboard.

a ground cracking with shadows, fragments

and uncertain edges. These aspects of

a game of illumination and illusion. With

electric urgency they pop out into the world

works seem to mimic the vibrancy of the

the viewer and establish a world of common

The artist - Fan Dongwang - is conjuring

of the viewer breaking apart the apparent

flatness of two-dimensional space. These

means by which a painting is able to draw in

Cu{ture
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